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Guide to offshore bonds
Introduction

Investment ﬂexibility

The purpose of this factsheet is to give you
information about the use of offshore bonds as
an investment vehicle, so that you can effectively
consider their use when recommending tax and
investment strategies to your clients.

An offshore bond could be a suitable investment
vehicle for those clients that require a broad
investment choice. Offshore bonds offer a much more
expansive choice in comparison to most onshore
counterparts. If your client demands a choice between
thousands of investment funds, including pooled
funds such as unit trusts and open-ended investment
companies (OEICs), institutional funds, hedge funds,
cash deposit accounts and many more, then an
offshore bond may be worthy of your consideration.

What is an offshore bond?
For UK tax purposes, an offshore single premium
investment bond is a non-qualifying policy which can
be written on either a life (whole of life) assurance or a
capital redemption basis.
Where a policy is written on a life assurance basis,
the policy will come to the end on the death of the
sole or last surviving life assured. Of course, the policy
can be surrendered at any time, but may be subject
to the deduction of early surrender fees over a
speciﬁc period.
Where a policy is written on a capital redemption
basis, it has a ﬁxed term and a guaranteed surrender
value at the end of that term.
As with a life assurance policy, a capital redemption
policy can be surrendered at any time, subject to any
early surrender fees that may apply.

Access
It is possible to withdraw up to 5% of the total
premiums paid into a bond each policy year for 20
years, without your client incurring an immediate
liability to income tax. If the 5% allowance is not fully
used in a given policy year, the unused allowance
carries forward to the next policy year on a cumulative
basis. There is no need to detail these withdrawals on
your client’s self assessment tax form until the bond
is surrendered or withdrawals in excess of the 5%
allowance are taken.

Taxation
Offshore bonds are designed to accumulate income
and gains within their funds. Consequently the owners
of such bonds do not have an ongoing liability to
tax if beneﬁts are not taken. There is no tax liability
on switching between the underlying funds, should
investment conditions and/or individual circumstances
change. However, any withholding tax levied at source
on certain investment funds cannot be reclaimed.
Apart from this, the policy allows for gross roll-up of
investment income and capital gains.
Any gain on an offshore bond is subject to the
Chargeable Events legislation. A chargeable
event arises:

•
•
•
•
•

In the case of a life assurance bond, on the death
of the sole or last surviving life assured
In the case of a capital redemption bond, on the
maturity of the bond
Upon the total surrender of the bond (or any
policy segment)
Upon the assignment of the bond in exchange for
money or money’s worth
Upon any excesses on partial surrenders arising in
any policy year (i.e. taking more than 5% each year
of the total investment paid into the bond)

The assignment of an offshore bond to an individual
aged 18 or over does not trigger a chargeable event
for Income Tax purposes unless it is for money or
monies worth. It is also not a disposal for Capital Gains
Tax purposes. These are important considerations
where your clients may wish to implement an
Inheritance Tax or Income Tax planning strategy.
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Top slicing

Time Apportionment Relief

Top slicing can be applied where the gain pushes
a basic rate taxpayer into the higher rate bracket.
If, after adding the slice to a client’s other taxable
income, they remain within the basic rate tier, then the
whole gain would be subject to income tax at 20%
(for the 2019/20 tax year).

This relief applies where an offshore bond is held by a
chargeable person who is UK resident for only a part
of the period between the policy’s inception and the
chargeable event. Where this happens any chargeable
gain is proportionately reduced based on the number
of days absent from the UK divided by the number of
days since the policy commenced.

If a client is already a higher rate taxpayer, then top
slicing will have no effect as higher rate tax would be
paid on the whole of the gain. Below is an example of
how top slicing could work for your clients.

EXAMPLE
Your client has £34,500 of taxable income and
has made a gain of £15,000 on their offshore
bond, which they have held for three complete
policy years.
The top sliced gain equals £15,000 divided by 3
(number of complete policy years), resulting in a
£5,000 slice.
Your client’s total taxable income is £34,500,
and the higher rate threshold for 2019/20 is
£37,500. Effectively, part of the slice is within the
basic rate and part is within the higher rate. Top
slicing allows tax to be applied proportionately at
different rates on each slice.
As a result, £3,000 is within the basic rate of tax
and £2,000 within the higher rate.

Time apportionment relief is only available to
individuals and cannot be claimed if the policy has
ever been owned by a non-UK resident trustee.
Also, this does not apply to offshore bonds issued as
life assurance policies before 18 November 1983, or
capital redemption policies issued prior to 23 February
1984, as a basic rate tax credit is available for these.

Corresponding Deﬁciency Relief
It is not possible to offset the loss on one offshore
bond against a loss on another offshore bond, but it is
possible to offset it against other income which falls
into the higher rate tax bracket.
This relief is called ‘Corresponding Deﬁciency Relief’.
However, there is a limit on the amount of income
subject to higher rate tax against which the loss on
an offshore bond can be offset. This is determined
by the amount of any previous chargeable gains. The
amount used to offset against higher rate tax cannot
be any more than the total amount of the previous
chargeable gains.

£3,000 x 20% = £600
£2,000 x 40% = £800

EXAMPLE

The total tax on the slice is £1,400 (£600 + £800)
which is effectively a tax rate of 28% ((£1,400/
£5,000) x 100). As the bond has been in force
for three policy years, £1,400 is multiplied by 3
to arrive at the ﬁnal tax payable on the gain of
£4,200.

Client invests £50,000 into an offshore bond.

For offshore bonds taken out from 6 April 2013
they will follow the same top slicing rules as
onshore bonds. Top slicing will only be available
going back to the date of the last chargeable event
and not back to the start of the bond as is the case
for offshore bonds taken out before 6 April 2013.

The policy runs for 5 complete policy years and
the client withdraws 5% every policy year with the
exception of the third policy year when they withdraw
10%. 10% of £50,000 = £5,000. £2,500 of this is within
the cumulative 5% but £2,500 would be a chargeable
excess gain and taxable.
Therefore, if upon surrender there was a loss of £6,500
and they had £5,000 worth of income outside the
bond which would be subject to higher rate tax, then
they are entitled to offset some or all of their higher
rate tax liability against the chargeable gains on the
bond. The higher rate liability on the £5,000 income
could be reduced by £2,500 saving £500 in tax. An
important point to remember is that the amount of the
bond loss used to offset tax on other income cannot
exceed the sum of previous chargeable gains.
Also, this relief can only be used by individuals and
can only be claimed by the person who has actually
suffered the chargeable gain. For example, chargeable
gains suffered by one policy owner cannot be used by
any subsequent policy owner following an assignment.
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Opportunities for income tax planning
using an offshore bond

The (potential) retiree

Most offshore bonds can be issued as multiple policies
(say a 100 individual segments). Whilst only one policy
document is issued, each segment represents a policy
in its own right. This affords greater ﬂexibility especially
when it comes to Income Tax and estate planning.

•

Where the cumulative 5%s have been fully utilised, the
surrendering of segments can sometimes result in a
lower income tax liability. This is because only the gain
on each segment is liable to income tax as opposed to
a partial encashment where the entire excess over the
cumulative 5% allowance is liable for tax.
Suitability
How can the features of an offshore bond be used to
meet your clients’ ﬁnancial objectives?
The high net worth individual
Consider:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider:

•
•
•
•
•
•

the beneﬁts of gross roll-up.
the absence of a policyholder tax charge until a
chargeable event occurs.
the ability to take part-surrenders of the bond
within a cumulative 5% of the premium each policy
year without triggering an immediate tax charge.

•

the absence of a policyholder tax charge until a
chargeable event occurs.
the beneﬁts of gross roll-up.
the possibility of top-slicing relief should a
chargeable event occur whilst the policyholder is a
UK tax resident.
the ability to take part-surrenders of the bond
within a cumulative 5% of the premium each policy
year without triggering an immediate tax charge.
the possibility of using the bond, with a suitable
trust, as part of an inheritance tax planning
strategy.
the ability to select the time at which a tax charge
arises.
the ability to change investment strategy without a
capital gains tax charge.
offshore bonds may be suitable for clients who
wish to top-up their existing pension arrangements
because offshore bonds suffer no internal taxation
apart from non-reclaimable withholding tax on
certain investment income.

the ability to select the time at which a tax
charge arises.
the ability to change investment strategy without
a capital gains tax charge.
the possibility of using the bond, with a suitable
trust, as part of an inheritance tax planning strategy.
offshore bonds may be suitable for clients who
wish to top up their existing pension arrangements
because offshore bonds suffer no internal taxation
apart from non-reclaimable withholding tax on
certain investment income.
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The trustee

Important notes

Consider:

Please note that every care has been taken to ensure
that the information provided is current and in
accordance with our understanding of current law and
Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs’ (HMRC) practice
as at April 2019. You should note, however, that we
cannot take upon the role of an individual taxation
adviser and independent conﬁrmation should be
obtained before acting or refraining from acting upon
the information given. The law and HMRC practice are
subject to change.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the beneﬁts of gross roll-up.
the absence of a policyholder tax charge until a
chargeable event occurs.
the ability to take part-surrenders of the bond
within a cumulative 5% of the premium each policy
year without triggering an immediate tax charge.
the ability to select the time at which a tax charge
arises.
the possibility of assigning (transferring) a bond
to a beneﬁciary (aged 18+), without triggering a
tax charge.
the ability to change the trust’s investment
strategy without a capital gains tax charge.
reduced trust administration in respect of self
assessment tax returns as a bond is a non-income
producing asset.

This product is available through the James Hay Wrap.

James Hay Partnership is able to provide literature in alternative formats. The formats available are:
Large Print (as recommended by RNIB), Braille, Audio Tape and PC Disk. If you would like to receive
this document in an alternative format please contact us on 0333 205 392. For the hard of hearing
and/or speech impaired, please use the Typetalk service via 18001 03455 212 414.
James Hay Partnership is the trading name of James Hay Services Limited (JHS) (registered in Jersey number 77318); IPS Pensions Limited (IPS) (registered in
England number 2601833); James Hay Administration Company Limited (JHAC) (registered in England number 4068398); James Hay Pension Trustees Limited
(JHPT) (registered in England number 1435887); James Hay Wrap Managers Limited (JHWM) (registered in England number 4773695); James Hay Wrap Nominee
Company Limited (JHWNC) (registered in England number 7259308); PAL Trustees Limited (PAL) (registered in England number 1666419); Santhouse Pensioneer
Trustee Company Limited (SPTCL) (registered in England number 1670940); Sarum Trustees Limited (SarumTL) (registered in England number 1003681); Sealgrove
Trustees Limited (STL) (registered in England number 1444964); The IPS Partnership Plc (IPS Plc) (registered in England number 1458445); Union Pension Trustees
Limited (UPT) (registered in England number 2634371) and Union Pensions Trustees (London) Limited (UPTL) (registered in England number 1739546). JHS has its
registered office at 2nd Floor, Gaspé House, 66-72 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey, JE1 1GH. IPS, JHAC, JHPT, JHWM, JHWNC, SPTCL, SarumTL, IPS Plc, PAL, STL, UPT
and UPTL have their registered office at Dunn’s House, St Paul’s Road, Salisbury, SP2 7BF. JHAC, JHWM, IPS and IPS Plc are authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. The provision of Small Self Administered Schemes (SSAS) and trustee and/or administration services for SSAS are not regulated by the FCA.
Therefore, IPS and IPS Plc are not regulated by the FCA in relation to these schemes or services. (04/19)
JHP0158 FEB19 LD

www.jameshay.co.uk
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